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GET SOCIAL
You’ll find Peak on twitter
@peakdev and on Facebook
at peakdevuk.
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SONY One of the largest and most
respected consumer electronics
manufacturers in the world.
SENNHEISER Passionate about
sound, Sennheiser audio products
are amongst the world’s finest.
KOODUU Enjoy ambient light, your
favourite music and chilled drinks
with this stylish range.
TAOTRONICS From headphones and
soundbars to LED lamps and air care,
TaoTronics has you covered.
ANJOU Products that empower you
to live healthier and more confidently
with 100% natural ingredients.
VAVA Meet the VAVA Home Cam, a
wireless security camera designed for
life outdoors or indoors.

RAVPOWER
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RAVPOWER A great range of power
products from power banks and car
chargers to wall chargers, and more.
VIPER The gaming brand of Patriot
Memory, a global leader in top-tier
computer memory.
MY ARCADE Officially licensed
classics from BANDAI NAMCO
including Pac-Man and Dig Dug.
THE AA Everything you need to
help you on your way, from car
accessories to travel kits.
PROJECTT Urban inspired
accessories including a range of
great bundle packages.
BITMORE Constantly checking the
market to bring you a focussed
range of the latest technology.

PROJECTT
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AQUARIUS From health and fitness
accessories to household products
and toys. Aquarius has it all!
SANDISK Every day millions of
people count on SanDisk for
performance, quality and reliability.
PNY From flash memory cards and
USB drives to power, cables and PC
memory.
ACME A vast range of CE products
from action cameras and drones to
powerbanks and cases.
SBS From fitness and health
wearables to headphones, speakers
and in-car accessories SBS as it all.
EMERGE A great range of accessory
products under the Remixd, Helix,
Retrack and Animalz brands.

SONY / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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SONY
Sony has a proven pedigree as an innovator
at the very forefront of technology. With a
wide range of products from Headphones
and Speakers to Action Cams and Soundbars,
Sony is uniquely positioned to be the leading
entertainment company in the world.

1/ MDR-EX15APB
They may be small,
but these Sony EX15
earbuds are sure to
impress with their
balanced sound,
comfortable, secure
fit and smartphone
compatibility.
SRP £14.99

2/ MDR-XZ310AP
An over-ear classic
with a lightweight,
folding design and
padded earcups for
extra comfort. The
30mm drivers deliver
powerful, balanced
sound.
SRP £29.99

3/ WH-CH500
Stream wirelessly
with a Bluetooth
connection, easy
pairing thanks to
NFC™ One-touch,
and a long-lasting
battery life of up to
20 hours.
SRP £54.99

4/ SRS-XB01
Enjoy rich bass and
clear, punchy sound.
Featuring a stylish,
rounded design,
along with a hidden
passive radiator to
enhance low bass
frequencies.
SRP £34.99
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SENNHEISER / SPECIALIST AUDIO
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SENNHEISER
Sennheiser are fascinated by sound. Their
passion and desire for the best possible
sound experience is shared by music fans,
professional musicians and sound engineers
all over the world. Together they are on a
constant quest - the Pursuit of Perfect Sound.

1/ HD201
Great sound
doesn’t have to
cost a fortune.
These comfortable,
lightweight, supraaural headphones
provide dynamic
audio with crisp bass.
SRP £24.99

2/HD4.40BT
The new Sennheiser
HD 4.40 BT offers
high-quality wireless
sound for every day
listening on the
move. With a closed
back and around-ear
headset design.
SRP £89.99

3/ CX2.00
These new in-ear
headphones have
been optimised for
either Android or
Apple iOS users.
Take calls and listen
to music with the
push of a button.
SRP £49.99

4/ HD.210
The HD 2.10 can
be folded together
when not in use.
Sennheiser dynamic
drivers deliver
thoroughly satisfying
sound reproduction
with powerful bass
response. SRP £37.99
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KOODUU / HOME

KOODUU
Designer lamp, speaker and cooler in one!
With Synergy from Kooduu you can enjoy
ambient light, your favourite music and chilled
drinks - wherever you want, whenever you
want it! Create the right vibe in the park, on
your balcony or on the beach.

Kooduu Synergy
Synergy from
Kooduu is a stylish
designer lamp,
speaker and cooler
in one! Choose from
three sizes: Synergy
35, 50 and 65.
The Synergy has a
built-in LED light.
It is economical to
use and provides
atmospheric and
warm lighting.
Easily stream your
favourite music via
Bluetooth to the
Synergy from your
smartphone, tablet

or PC and enjoy
high sound quality
wirelessly.
Put some ice in,
add some drinks.
Thanks to the special
compartment you
will always have
chilled drinks.
The Synergy is made
of high quality
material and created
according to Danish
design. Atmospheric,
practical and
sustainable.
SRP from £99.99
to £199.99
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TAOTRONICS / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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TAOTRONICS
TaoTronics is a global consumer electronics
brand. They specialise in a broad range
of small electronics and accessories. From
Headphones and Soundbars to LED Lamps and
Air Care, TaoTronics has you covered.

1/ Active Noise
Cancelling Bluetooth
Wireless Headset
Keep the world at
bay with Active
Noise Cancellation
and enjoy rich,
high quality audio
with an incredibly
comfortable fit.
SRP £TBC

2/ Active Noise
Cancelling Bluetooth
Neckband Earphones
With Active Noise
Cancelling, an IPX5
splash proof design,
magnetic earpieces
and enhanced
call quality for
Smartphone calls.
SRP £TBC

3/ LED Desk Lamp
with USB Charging
Fully rotatable desk
lamp with a sleek
modern design, USB
charging port, 4
lighting modes and 5
different brightness
levels. SRP £TBC

4/ Wireless Bluetooth
Soundbar
25” Sound bar with
wired or wireless
operation. Easy to
use and operate with
room filling sound
that won’t distort.
SRP £TBC
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ANJOU / HOME
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ANJOU
Anjou promote healthy and natural lifestyles
with products that are inspired by nature, and
perfected by science. Anjou lead the market
with products that are of the highest quality
that are good for you, good for the Earth, and
affordable for all.

1/ Aromatherapy
Essential Diffuser
Lift your mood
and fill the air with
fragrance that can
uplift spirits, relieve
stress and bury
unpleasant smells
SRP £

2/ Essential Oils
Gift Kit
Experience six
authentic essential
oils. 100% pure and
natural. No fillers,
synthetics, additives,
bases or carriers
added. SRP £

3/ LED Lighted
Makeup Mirror
Reflect a clear image
of your face or an
extreme close-up
to better view your
eyes, chin or nose for
makeup, shaving or
deep cleansing.
SRP £

3/ Coconut Oil
100% Pure and
Natural. Use it for
deep-level hair care
and skin nourishment
or as a carrier for
blending with Anjou
essential oils kit.
SRP £
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VAVA / HOME

1
VAVA
Whether it’s the all new VAVA Home Cam
system, the car dash camera for added
convenience on the road, or a baby night light
that adds a spark of joy to your home, VAVA
only has one goal: to make life simple.

1/ VAVA Home Cam
See in 1080p HD
clarity with VAVA
Home Cam’s
140-degree wide
angle lens. Outdoors
or indoors, the
choice is yours.
Home Cam gives
you the flexibility to
protect your home’s
exterior or keep an
eye on what’s going
on indoors. The
internal battery lasts
up to 365 days on a
single charge, or you
can get even more
energy smart with
the VAVA Solar Panel
SRP £TBC

2/ 4K UST Laser
Projector
Creates a 150” 4K
HDR10 large vivid
display. ALPD 3.0
technology delivers
a cinema like
experience in your
home.
SRP £TBC
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3

3/ LED Lamp with
Alexa Control
Fully customisable
lighting with 5 colour
temperatures and
5 brightness levels.
Converts from desk
top to floor standing.
Works with Alexa.
SRP £99.99
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RAVPOWER / POWER
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RAVPOWER
Ravpower has quickly become a leading
brand in the realm of charging and power
accessories, providing innovative products
that offer convenience, usability and value.

1/ USB-C Portable
Charger 20,100 mAh
A powerful 20,100
mAh powerbank
with USB Type-C
input and output
and an Airplanefriendly design.
SRP £TBC
3/ Qi-Certified Fast
Wireless Charging
Place your Qienabled and Quick
Charge device onto
the pad and it will
charge at a speedy
10W output. Also
supports standard
Qi-enabled devices.
SRP £

2/ 4-Port Wall
Charger 40W / 8A
Charge up to 4
smartphones or
tablets at the same
time. Featuring
iSmart 2.0 that
detects connected
devices and adjusts
output accordingly.
SRP £
4/ FileHub Plus,
Wireless Travel Router
Free up more memory
space by transfering
files between SD
cards, sub drives,
hard disks and your
portable devices.
SRP £
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VIPER / GAMING
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VIPER
Viper Gaming is a brand of Patriot Memory
LLC, a global leader in performance memory,
SSD’s and flash storage solutions. Viper
Gaming was established in 2007 and has
become synonymous with elite performance
and reliability among gamers worldwide.

1/ Elite DDR4 DRAM
Patriot’s Viper Elite
memory modules are
designed to deliver
the best performance
and stability for the
most demanding
computer
environments.
SRP £TBC

2/ V770 Keyboard
The flagship of
the current Viper
Keyboard range with
Kailh Red mechanical
switches that provide
smooth, fast, linear
response, giving you
the tactical edge.
SRP £

3/ V560 Laser
Gaming Mouse
The V560 gaming
mouse is one of the
most customizable
mice on the market
with up to 29.4g of
adjustable weight
and five onboard
profiles. SRP £

4/ V360 7.1 Gaming
Headset
The Patriot V360
7.1 virtual surround
sound gaming
headset is designed
to provide an
enhanced PC gaming
experience.
SRP £
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MY ARCADE / GAMING
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MY ARCADE
The My Arcade range consists of staggeringly
authentic table-top arcade machines and
portable devices, allowing gamers to play the
classics they love in the way they remember.
With real, working arcade sticks, action buttons
and authentic arcade marque artwork.

1/ Pac-Man Mini
Arcade
Officially licensed
from Bandai Namco
Entertainment Inc.
This Pac-Man Micro
Player Collectible
Retro Arcade
Machine features
artwork inspired by
the original cabinets,
a large full-coloured
screen, backlit
coin trap, and a
removable joystick
for those who prefer
to use a directional
pad to play. This Mini
Arcade is a must for
any Retro gaming
fan. SRP £TBC

2/ Pac-Man
Pocket Player
A 16-bit handheld
console featuring
a compact and
ergonomic design and
boasting a full colour
screen. Includes three
classic PAC-MAN titles.
SRP £TBC
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3/ Namco Museum
Mini Arcade
Officially licensed Mini
Cabinet with a portrait
screen includes 20
classic games, such as
Dig Gug, Galaga and
Rolling Thunder.
SRP £TBC
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THE AA / TRAVEL ACCESSORIES
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THE AA
Wherever you’re going, get there with The
AA. From walking, cycling and travel guides
to maps, travel kits and car accessories, this
offiical range of branded products from the
Automobile Association has everything you
need to help you on your way.

1/ AA France Travel
Kit with Breathalysers
The AA France Travel
Kit contains all of the
accessories you need
to stay legal when
driving in France
including a warning
triangle and two
breathalysers.
SRP £34.99

2/AA UItimate
First Aid Kit
The AA Ultimate
First Aid Kit is ideal
for car, camping or
caravanning. There’s
Plasters, bandages
and dressings all
contained within a
useful storage pouch.
SRP £14.99

3/ AA Winter Car kit
The AA Emergency
Winter Car Kit is
essential if you want
to be prepared for
winter conditions
and comes in a
handy storage bag.
SRP £34.99

4/ AA Compact
Universal Bulb Kit
Contains the 3 main
types of Halogen
Headlamp Bulbs and
a collection of other
bulbs and fuses,
packaged in a sturdy
box. SRP £19.99
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PROJECTT / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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PROJECTT
Urban inspired accessories form the backbones
of our in-house brand. From the original
Projectt Over Ear and In-Ear headphones to a
new range of bundle packages. Projectt gives
us the flexibility to offer the products you want
in a stylish package.

1/ Projectt Over Ear
Headphones
Enjoy your favourite
turns everywhere
you go with these
stylish Projectt Over
Ear Headphones.
Featuring powerful
40mm drivers for rich
and clear audio.
SRP £TBC

2/ Projectt Female
Rose Gold Bundle
This Bundle includes
Wireless Over Ear
Headphones, a
Wireless Speaker
and a 4000 mAh
Powerbank to keep
everything topped up
with charge.
SRP £TBC

3/ Projectt Pulse
Party Speaker
Get the party started
with this Wireless
Bluetooth Party
Speaker. Enjoy super
bass Hi-Fi sound with
a fantastic LED Light
Show. SRP £TBC

4/ Projectt Fitness
Bundles This fitness
Mega Pack includes
a feature rich Fitness
Tracker, a Sports
Armband style case
and a set of Sports
Earphones.
SRP £TBC
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BITMORE / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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BITMORE
Quality, Innovation and Value are the three
pillars of the Bitmore brand. We work closely
with the team at Bitmore, to constantly
monitor the market and bring you a focussed
range of the very latest innovative technology.

1/ Bitmore Aktivcam
720p Action Camera
With its lightweight
and convenient
to carry design, it
has never been so
easy to record and
re-watch exclusive
action packed
moments of your life.
SRP £TBC

2/ Bitmore
SMART Buds
Bitmore SMART Buds
are High-Fidelity
Bluetooth Earphones
with Smart-Magnetic
Control. Simply pull
them apart to turn
on and automatically
pair them to your
device. SRP £TBC

3/ Bitmore True
Wireless Earbuds
Snagged or tangled
cables are a thing of
the past, now you
can sit back and relax
with a completely
wire-free listening
experience. SRP £TBC

4/ Bitmore VR Eye
Experience the world
of Virtual Reality with
your Smartphone!
Transform your
device into a big
screen cinema and
play 3D videos and
games. SRP £19.99
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AQUARIUS / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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AQUARIUS
A great range of accessories that take in every
sphere of the Consumer Electronics market.
From Health and Fitness accessories to
Household products and Toys, Aquarius
has it all!

1/ Aquarius AQ126BP
Fitness Tracker
Features wrist
based 24-hour
dynamic heart rate
monitoring, Blood
Pressure Monitoring
and Auto Sleep
Tracking. With a
Colour Display and
Splash-Proof Design.
SRP £TBC
3/ Aquarius 1080p
Car DVR Dashcam
Provides important
video evidence
in insurance case
disputes and makes
your car and life
more safer. SRP £TBC

2/ Aquarius Smart
Camera WiFi
An easy to use
Smart Camera
that allows you to
remotely monitor
your business, office
or home, as well
as allowing you to
connect with your
family and friends
using the built-in
microphone.
SRP £TBC
4/ Aquarius True
Wireless Earpods
Exceptional sound
quality with no wires.
Includes charging
case. SRP £TBC
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SANDISK / MEMORY AND STORAGE
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SANDISK
For more than 25 years SanDisk has
been transforming digital storage with
breakthrough products and ideas. From
Memory Cards to USB Drives, MP3 Players
and Solid State Drives, SanDisk products are
trusted by consumers all around the world.

1/ Extreme Pro
microSDXC UHS-I
Get extreme speeds
for fast transfer, app
performance, and 4K
UHD. Ideal for your
Android smartphone,
action cameras or
drones. SRP £TBC
3/ Sansa Jam
For music lovers
who want a simple,
affordable way to
carry and play their
favourite tunes
anytime, anywhere.
Store up to 2000
songs (8GB).
SRP £39.99

2/ Cruzer Trek
Defy the elements
with this ruggedised
USB 3.0 flash drive
that can withstand
drops of up to 16.4
feet (five meters) and
reach speeds of up to
130MB/s.
SRP £TBC
4/ Extreme SD
This 32GB SanDisk
Extreme memory
card offers enough
speed, capacity, and
durability to meet
the demands of the
most demanding
photographers.
SRP £29.99
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PNY / MEMORY AND STORAGE
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PNY
PNY has over 30 years experience and a vast
portfolio including a broad assortment of USB
Flash Drives, Flash Memory Cards, Portable
Battery Chargers for smartphones & tablets, PC
Memory Upgrades, Solid-State Drives, Cables,
Adapters and NVIDIA Graphics Cards.

1/ PNY Attache 4
USB Flash Drive 3.0
This high speed
USB 3.0 Flash Drive
let’s you store and
transfer images,
music, documents
and more up to 5x
faster! SRP £TBC
3/ PNY 80MB/s
Performance SDHC
With transfer speeds
up to 80MB/s you’ll
be ready to capture
any of life’s moments.
Whether you’re
celebrating a night
out or trying to
freeze fast moving
action. SRP £TBC

2/ PNY Attache 4
USB Flash Drive 2.0
The durable, lightweight design of
the PNY Attache 4
USB 2.0 Flash Drive
provides a convenient
way to store and
share easily your
documents, music
and photos.
SRP £TBC
4/ MicroSD Turbo
Performance
These high speed
cards are dedicated
to the latest
smartphones, tablets
and actions cams.
SRP £TBC
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ACME / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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ACME
Established for over 17 years, ACME Europe
is a leading supplier of innovative accessory
products. Everything from Smartwatches and
True Wireless Earbuds to Laptop Bags and Cases
are covered by this expanding range
of products.

1/ PB15G Powerbank
Extend your devices’
operating time by up
to 56 hours with this
portable powerbank.
It has both lightning
and micro USB inputs
and is available in
a range of colours gold, space grey and
silver. SRP £21.99

2/ BH41 True Wireless
Earbuds Enjoy totally
wireless audio
with two seperate
earbuds and
absolutely no wires!
With auto connect
technology you only
need to pair them to
your phone once.
SRP £59.99

3/ SW101
Smartwatch
All the function of
an activity tracker in
a classic styled wrist
watch! Monitor your
Heart rate, distance,
steps, calories and
more. SRP £59.99

4/ PS407 Bluetooth
Wireless Speaker This
waterproof speaker
will play for up to
25 hours on a single
charge. You can
even connect two
speakers together.
SRP £49.99
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SBS / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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SBS
Founded in 1994, SBS is an Italian based brand
specialising in technology peripherals for
Mobile Phones, PCs and Notebooks as well
as Photographic, Power and In-Car products.
The wide and innovative range is continually
updated to meet the latest market trends.

1/ HD Sports Cam
This HD Sports
Action Camera with
LCD Display and
CMOS Sensor comes
with a Waterproof
Case, Bike Holder,
Helmet Support and
Car Charger.
SRP £71.99

2/ Kit Sport 2 in 1
This Armband Sports
Case is ideal for
iPhone and similar
sized Smartphones.
It comes complete
with a pair of flexible
Sports Earphones
with in-line mic.
SRP £31.99

3/ Bluetooth Car Kit
Make phone
calls in complete
freedom and
safety. Multipoint
technology allows
you to connect two
mobile phones
simultaneously
SRP £31.92

4/ Bluetooth
Stereo Speaker
This stylish 2x 3W
Bluetooth speaker
is perfect for both
Smartphones and
Tablets. It can also
play music from an
SD Memory Card.
SRP £47.99
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EMERGE / CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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EMERGE
Emerge Technologies is the parent company for
the ReTrak, Helix, Remixd Utopia VR and Animalz
brands. They’re a diverse range of accessory
products with unique selling points such as the
popular ReTrak range of cables that extend and
retract as much as you need them to.

1/ Retrak
Compact, portable
and convenient.
ReTrak gives you all
your cables without
the clutter. Charge
and Sync all your
Apple products with
this retractable cable.
SRP £TBC

2/ Remixd USB-C
Lanyard Cable
This USB-A to USB-C
lanyard cable is
Ultra durable and
lightweight, the
patented connectors
come together to
hold your keys or ID.
SRP £TBC

3/ Utopia VR
Space Exploration
Works with the
Space 4D+ App
for a immersive
experience. Scan
the cards with your
Smartphone and
watch them come to
life in 4D! SRP £TBC

4/ Animalz
Headphones
The Animalz range
includes headphones
and powerbanks in
fun animal themed
designs. These
Monkey Headphones
have 85dB volume
limiting. SRP £TBC
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CONTACT US

Tel: +44 (0) 1489 796979
Email: sales@peak-uk.com
Web: www.peak-uk.com
Peak Development Ltd
2 Flanders Park, Flanders Road,
Hedge End, Southampton
Hampshire, SO30 2FZ
UNITED KINGDOM
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